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About This Game

Claw your way to the top of Moreytown, a furry slum for human-animal hybrids. Will you take down the gangs who rule the
town, or take them over instead?

Welcome to Moreytown is a 150,000-word interactive novel by S. Andrew Swann. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or
sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

You’re a moreau: a genetically engineered human-animal hybrid, a remnant of mankind’s last war. Surviving life in a
Moreytown hasn't been easy, but now, someone is out to kill you and your fellow "moreys"—unexplained fires, explosions, and

the gangs swirling around the neighborhood add up to big trouble. It's up to you to save your pelt, and maybe take over town.

Play as one of thirteen different species, including tiger, capybara, bear, or wolf. Infiltrate a sinister cult, or ally yourself with a
gang of moreys. Choose a side and let the fur fly!

 Play as male, female, or non-binary, gay, straight, bi, or ace

 Fight the police or help them to bring down a terrifying enemy

 Save your neighborhood from utter destruction
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 Take over a street gang, or even run your own cult

 Explore multiple potential romantic relationships
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This is a great puzzle game also has its unique ending.. a diamond in the rough.
it' short. a few things could be improved.
but the post apocalyptic story was worth the flaws.
. This is one of the best games I've played in years, and it didn't cost me a dime! It just goes to show that you don't need to look
for those $60 price tags to find very high-quality, fun games anymore. Somebody call the newspaper; free games are fun now!

Extremely reasonable upgrade fees. For only $5.99 you can get 5 multiplier tokens (essential) and for $0.49 you are permitted to
use the on-screen upgrades. Other games charge you ridiculous amounts to use the on-screen upgrades. 50 cents? That's chump
change (or should I say TRUMP change LOL)

On top of being addicting and fun, this game is a great educational resource. I learned how campaigning works through the
game's intricate campaign click strategy algorithms. You have to decide how to spend your votes in order to optimize making
more votes. Do you want to run a grassroots campaign or save up for social media clicking. It's more expensive, but it will allow
you to get your message out to more voters. It's not as simple as it sounds!

Game features that you simply WILL NOT find in other games:
- Cartoons of today's leading politicians
- GREAT soundtrack
- Pro-Israel

Why are you still reading this? GO DOWNLOAD IT RIGHT NOW!. Beautiful, cool, funky, weird, and funny game. I don't
believe that a game should get on Steam simply because it is free, but this one deserves respect! Worth every moment I played
it. 10/10. THIS GAME IS A SCAM DO NOT BUY !!!!!!!!. Do not waste your time. This game is WORSE than terrible. First
of all.....thats some deceptive crap in the video making it look like you have hold of the handlebars, because you DON'T. Its
touchpad controls.....and poor one at that. Oh....and this 'ATV' is SLOW.....and I mean boringly slow. The audio is pathetic,
fake, does not match the atv. Seriously....the original Excitebike had better audio. The trees........how can you have square trunks
on trees in 2018? this dev is clearly lazy not bothering to find or create a tree file that looks real.
*
So, in summary....if you want to awkwardly move around at a slow pace and look at square trees while a headache inducing fake
motor sound replays over and over in your ears.....then this game might be for you. Otherwise.....don't waste your disk space.
*
GenX gamer....signing out..... this is awesome! I am making a game called coolguy32's adventure. I played Trials HD up until
Evolution came out, which I played until Fusion came out. I have a fair amount of experience with the modern trials games, and
have been a supporter of RedLynx for some time. When fusion came out, I beat it, then I took a break from the Trials franchise,
only playing it in a drunken rage with friends. Seven months pass, and I decide to start up Fusion one evening fo some nostalgic
motor bike \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t, and much to my pleasant surprise, a ton of DLC has been
released! So while im in the game, I buy the Season Pass. This is where things start to go wrong.

My heart starts pounding in the anticipation for some brand new tracks. I enter career mode, slide over to the dlc levels, and see
that they're all still locked.

"Well, thats not right," I thought to myself. "Maybe it never downloaded the DLC since I'm still in the game."

So I close the game and check the DLC section of the Steam client, only to find that the DLC has, in fact, been installed.

"Alright, maybe I just needed to restart the game for it to recognise that I bought the DLC."
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I start the game up again, head to career mode, slide over to the DLC levels, and see that they're still locked.

"Well what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!" I scream at 2 am, waking my parents in the next room.

"Jesus Christ Devon, shut the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up!" my dad yells.

"You wouldn't understand, Dad. It's not just a game, it's a lifestyle! I NEVER ASKED TO BE BORN!" i retort.

So I start to do some investigating, and find the code for the season pass in my steam profile.

"No, it can't be," I whisper, as to not awaken the wrath of my parents once again. I enter the download section of Trials Fusion
and find a code redemtion screen.

"I can't believe this. I live in the 21st century, and through an all digital purchase, RedLynx is going to make me enter a code?
What madness has this world come to?"

An emptiness starts to consume me. I feel sick, but I must continue forward in the name of new tracks. With the code
redemption screen open, I press tab and shift, the universal keyboard code to summon the almighty steam overlay and view my
code. Only, I can't. The steam overlay won't open in this menu.

"May the Gods, both Old and New, aid me in my hour of need," I pray.

I extend my shaking hand to reach for my phone, and I begin copying down the code. I feel weird and oddly cold now. I return
to the code redemtion screen, and begin manually transferring the code over to the game. A feeling consumes me more and
more with each letter entered. I feel like a heathen, like my Gods have abandoned me. There is no respite, only the
overwhelming emptiness overcomming me during this barbaric ritual. I enter the last letter and press enter. Hoping for this
arduous task to finally be behind me, I almost faint when the game informs me that the code I have entered is invalid.
Apparently, you need to capitalise the letters of the code. A single tear runs down my cheek as I begin again. I press enter once
more and collapse when the success screen pops up. I hold my knees to my chest and begin to cry. Not like a manly cry, more
like a soft whimpering with tears.

Long story short, the tracks offered in the season pass aren't anything special, save yourself $20 and ten minutes and just stick to
the player created maps.

2\/10 would not buy again.. Needs more work to justify the price. But the devs have promised to at least bring in some
multiplayer so I will give it a thumbs up for now.. Came as a big surprise this one. I compare this one with Tetris. Only on
steroids. A lot of steroids.... Talking about loads of musclepower here. :-p

Awesome game to play. Very affordable too. Bought it for just under 4 bucks, but it allready gave me many hours of fun. And
I'm sure many more hours will follow. It's a challenging and an addictive game to play.
A winner and highly recomended!! :-)
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I was surprised this was published by Artifex Mundi. It's not a good Hidden Object Game. First of all, what motivated me to
make this review was during a HOG scene, I was looking for a "Bowl", but after scouring the simple scene with no "Bowl" in
sight, I used the Hint and it pointed to a "Bow (Tie)". O__O Seriously?

The Hidden Object scenarios are very simple, as if it was meant for those who have very short attention spans. This isn't that
bad, but offer little fun. Solving puzzles that show a result lag a bit at the end, as if there is a slight pause. Immersion is slightly
taken away here.

Also, the detective you're playing is a goof ball. How is an experienced detective so often so careless in what she does? "YES,
PLEASE lock me in here because I left the lights on and the door wide opened!" "Please knock me out because I just love
rushing into scenes without a care in the world!" O__O

The 'acting' of the various characters is nothing to write home to. The act of most of the characters act like robots wearing
human skin. The voice of the antagonist sounds forced and deliberate.

However, on the more positive aspects of the game, the art work is pretty vibrant and makes the ambiance believable. The idea
of the puzzles are pretty interesting, though ultimately quite simple in design.

I think the overall idea of the game is nice, but the flow feels broken and the main character is a very dumb person.. Christ these
songs are amazing
Please put them in Amplitude when that launches in 2015. played only for the trading cards ;). Very repetitive. The puzzle game
isn't very fun, and there is little to no story.. A classic shooter with an immersive environment. The voice over's interjected
throughout the game offer a sense of tactical realism. The interface is clean but customizable. Weapon selection is quick and
straightforward, you don't get bogged in silly customizations and personalization options that drag most other shooters down.

The ability to do the missions you want in the order you want them is enjoyable. There is a true sense of mission progression in
a larger strategic goal, not just going out on the field to kill things.

The BOT AI is surprisingly sophisticated and can be down right vicious at times. The bots seem to adapt to the weapons you
bring on the mission which is unique among most shooters of today. This gives the game a variability that is a welcome change
from the on rails shooters with bots that do the same thing over and over.

The ability to pilot vehicles is a nice touch. Controls are simple and easy to use and allow you to turn you vehicles into weapons.
I like the fact that the vehicles themselves incur damage and are not indestructible.

All in all a decent game and a steal at it's current price. I recommend it for anyone who enjoy a classic first person shooter. It's
hours of fun and I look forward to updates and the evolution of the game which I'm sure will come given the reputation of other
HyperKat games.. VR on the Vive doesn't work. Only plays in theatre mode...and it's 3.99 on Oculus home.

Edit: They have since removed Vive support from the store page. Guess it's Oculus only at this point.. It's real quality. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ZcTid2Jtmws

A prime example of a title going EA too soon.

Was disappointed when I thought it was free. After remembering that I paid $5.99 for it. Getting out of the game to see a dev
console covering 1\/4 of the game window was not a happy moment. Granted I could have closed it but there's no indication that
it's there inside the game and it didn't pop up until after I put the headset on.

Overall, this game is not in a state where it should be in EA yet much less should it be charging for the experience. I get that EA
titles should be buggy but this isn't a release candidate build it's a dev build. Something I would run locally to test, not release to
the public. Even as an 'EA' title.

Focusing solely on the working wave shooter gameplay:

The weapon swap system is awkward and clunky.
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The weapons themselves didn't feel good. It didn't feel like aiming was something I should take the time to do. It felt like it
rewarded spray and pray more than accurate shots.
It also felt like there was artificial accuracy rather than my own accuracy being the only factor.
Weapon instructions provided as tool tips were inaccurate.
Music setting does not appear to be maintained in the survival main menu.

The fast and frantic gameplay was enjoyable once I dropped trying to use any of the other weapons aside from the six shooters.
It also gets points for an Exit to Desktop button instead of making us force close like a good number of other titles.

It's not an outright bad wave shooter if you can overlook that it was released too soon however...

It's hard to overlook the faults when it's currently in the mid range as far as pricing for these games go. It's got a nice premise,
even if it is an over saturated wave shooter, but it's been released to the public faaaar too soon.. So .. To begin with I didn't even
want to download the game but I saw it was the sequel to the once infamous The Movies game LionHead made. After finally
giving in and downloading it needless to say I was excited it play, until every single time I open the game it crashes... terrible
decision to buy it, do not buy this game!
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